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ABOUT THE GAME

COMPONENTS

Moonrollers is a push your luck dice rolling game for 2-5 players that takes 
30-45 minutes. Over the course of the game, players earn Prestige by helping 
Moonrakers Crew on contracts. Each Crew member, when hired onto a player’s 
ship, provides a unique ability handy for completing those contracts. Some 
missions are particularly hazardous, granting players D Hazard tokens worth 
Prestige at the end of the game. However, the player with the most D Hazard 
tokens will be reprimanded for their chaotic conduct and will receive no extra 
endgame Prestige. The game ends once a player hires a certain number of 
Crew to their ship.

For a "How to Play" video, visit: moonrakersgame.com/moonrollershowtoplay

12 DICE

5 REFERENCE 
CARDS

1 PRESTIGE BOARD 1 RULEBOOK

30 CREW CARDS

50 PLAYER 
TOKENS

45 HAZARD TOKENS
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card and dice BREAKDOWN table SETUP

A

1

2 3

4

1

5
B
C
D

G

F

E H

I

J

A. Faction - Represents the Crew’s Faction.

B. Hazard - Signifies to draw 2 D Hazard tokens and return 1 to the pile. 

C. Requirements to hire crew - Shows the specific die symbol needed.

D. Requirement number / Prestige - Reflects the number of locked dice 
needed for each symbol and Prestige granted for completing Crew missions.

E. reminder Icon - A small indicator that relates to the Crew’s special ability.

F. Double Points - Signifies double Prestige on W Wild requirements. 

G. Special ability - An effect that may be used during your turn.

H. REQUIREMENT SYMBOLS - d Damage, r Reactors, t Thrusters,  
and s Shields.

I. WILD SYMBOL - May be locked as any of the 4 possible requirements.

J. EXTRA DIE SYMBOL - Adds a die to your rolling pool from the supply.

1. Each player takes a reference card, starting Crew (signified by a c icon on 
the top right of the card), and 10 player tokens in a color of their choice.  
Each player places 1 token on the 0 space of the Prestige board.

2. Shuffle the unused starting Crew cards with the remaining 25 Crew cards 
and place them face down within reach of each player, forming the Crew deck. 

3. Shuffle the D Hazard tokens face down in a pile. 

4. Reveal a number of cards from the Crew deck according to player count 
face up beside the deck to form the starting display:

• 2 players: 4 Crew cards with no duplicate Factions. 
• 3 players: 5 Crew cards with no duplicate Factions. 
• 4-5 players: 6 Crew cards with at least 1 of each Faction.

5. Set the 12 dice next to the Crew deck, forming the dice supply.

6. The first player is the player who last won a game of Moonrakers (or is 
chosen randomly).
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details and dice pools rolling and choosing crew

dice pools
On your turn, make space for the following 3 separate dice pools:

• Rolling Pool: This starts with 5 dice, since you start your turn by taking  
5 dice from the supply and rolling them.

• Supply Pool: This starts with 7 dice, since there are 7 dice left in the 
supply after you take your starting 5 dice.

• Locked Pool: This is where dice that are locked and contributed to 
requirements go. This starts at 0 dice. 

Rolling pool

1 of each faction 3 of the same faction

Shield requirementW wild requirement

oronly

1 locked die
1 prestige

3 locked dice
6 prestige

supply pool locked pool

Taking Turns 
Each turn consists of a series of rolls, where you will attempt to fulfill 
requirements on 1 Crew card to earn Prestige, D Hazard tokens, and 
potentially the Crew card itself. On your turn, follow these guidelines:

1. Roll 5 dice.
2. Choose a Crew.
3. Commit to a requirement.
4. Bust, roll again, or stop.

roll 5 dice
Take 5 dice from the supply and roll them 
to form your rolling pool.

choose 1 Crew card to work on this turn
After looking at your initial roll, choose 1 Crew card to work on their contract. 

• This may be any Crew card in the display.
• Each Crew has 3 or 4 requirement types.
• The requirement numbers indicate how many locked dice of the matching 

type must be contributed to clear the requirement. 
• Requirement numbers also signify Prestige values. 
• You may only work on 1 Crew each turn. 
•  W Wild Die Faces: Dice depicting a W Wild face may be contributed to 

any requirement. However, W Wild requirements only take W Wild faces. 
As such, these requirements are harder to meet, but they award double 
Prestige when scored (as denoted by the x2 above the requirement).

Starting with the first player, players take turns going clockwise around the 
table until the game ends. The game ends immediately when a player has hired 
1 Crew of each Faction or 3 Crew from the same Faction. 
Afterwards, proceed to final scoring.
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Crew requirements Bust, roll again, or stop

Rolling again 
Roll all the dice in your rolling pool.
Repeat this step until you stop or bust.

A. Before rolling all the dice in your rolling pool, count the number of  
P Extra Dice symbols depicted. For each of these, add 1 die from the 
supply to your rolling pool. If the supply is empty, you cannot add more 
dice to your rolling pool this turn. Then, roll your dice.

B. If you have already committed to a requirement type, then you must lock 
in at least 1 die of that requirement. 

C. If you are not currently committed to a requirement (because you just 
completed a requirement on your last roll), you must commit to any 
requirement on the chosen Crew that does not have a player token on it, 
then you must lock in at least 1 die of that requirement.

Busting
If you are unable to lock in at least 1 die after 
a roll, you bust. Remove all the player tokens 
you placed this turn. Any player tokens from 
previous turns remain. You do not return any 
D Hazard tokens you gained this turn. Your 
turn ends and play proceeds to the next player.

stopping
You may choose to stop instead of continuing to roll (because you do not 
want to risk busting). If you are currently committed to an uncompleted 
requirement, take your player token off the requirement. However, keep 
all your player tokens on completed requirements. Your turn ends and play 
proceeds to the next player. Since you may only work on 1 Crew each turn, 
you must stop if you complete the last requirement on a Crew card.

Commit to 1 requirement on the chosen crew card 
You must commit to any 1 requirement on the chosen Crew that does not have 
a player token on it. 

A. Place 1 of your player tokens above the requirement as a reminder  
that you are committing to it. 

B. Lock in at least 1 die of that requirement. 
C. To lock in a die, move it from your rolling pool to your locked pool.

You complete a requirement after you lock in a number of matching dice equal 
to its requirement number. You do not need to complete a requirement in 1 
roll, but you do need to complete a requirement in 1 turn. 

A. Upon completing a requirement, slide your player token down to cover 
the requirement. You do not earn Prestige immediately. 

B. If the requirement contains a D Hazard symbol above it, immediately 
take 2 random D Hazard tokens. 

C. Look at them privately and return 1 of them to the pile face down, keeping 
the other. You are free to inspect your D Hazard tokens at any time, but 
other players may never do so.

A

A

B

B

C

C

r reactors
Required

player busted.  
no r reactors or W wild

P Extra Die
from supply

r reactors or 
s SHields required
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Prestige and hiring crew game end and hazards

Game End
Once any player has hired 1 Crew of each Faction or 3 Crew from the 
same Faction, the game ends immediately. In the rare case that the last card 
of the Crew deck is drawn, the game ends. Players proceed to final scoring.

Hazards 
Players now reveal their D Hazard tokens. Players have a chance to score 
these tokens for additional Prestige, as long as they are not the player with 
the most D Hazard symbols.

• The player(s) with the most D Hazard symbols across their  
D Hazard tokens are disqualified from scoring additional Prestige  
from their tokens. 

• In the case of a tie for the most D Hazard symbols, all tied players  
do not score their tokens.

• In 2 player games, the player with the most D Hazard symbols is  
only disqualified from scoring additional Prestige if they have at least  
3 more D Hazard symbols than their opponent.

• Remaining players gain the amount of Prestige depicted on their tokens.
• Reminders: Draw 2 D Hazard tokens and return 1 to the pile when 

completing requirements with D Hazard. A D Hazard token may be 
returned to the pile when hiring a duplicate Faction.

determining the winner
After scoring additional Prestige from D Hazard tokens, the player with the 
most Prestige wins. In the case of a tie, the Player with the least D Hazard 
symbols across their tokens wins.

Prestige
Once all requirements on a Crew card have been met, award Prestige to 
players who contributed to the mission. Return each player token to its 
owner; they gain Prestige equal to the requirement number below each  
token returned. W Wild requirements reward Prestige equal to 2 times  
the requirement number (as denoted by the “x2”).

Hiring crew
The player who completes the last requirement on a Crew gains the card. 
When hiring a Crew, place it in front of you.
 

• If this is your first hired Crew card of its Faction, place it next to your 
other Crew cards, in a row.

• If you already have a Crew card of that Faction, you must place the Crew 
either on top of or under your Crew card(s) of the same Faction. When 
you hire a duplicate Faction, you may also immediately return 1 of your  
D Hazard tokens of your choice face down to the pile.

• Each visible Crew card gives you a special ability. These benefits are 
clarified in detail in the glossary. You may only use the abilities of cards 
at the top of a Faction’s stack (thus, you will only ever have 1 ability from 
each Faction). 

When a Crew is removed from the display, draw the top card from the deck to 
replace it before the next player starts their turn. There should always be the 
same number of Crew cards in the display for the entire game.

Blue player - 4 Prestige (4 r Reactors)
GREEN PLAYER - 3 Prestige (3 t Thrusters)
ORANGE PLAYER - 7 Prestige (3 s Shields, 2x2 W Wilds)

1 Prestige
0 D Hazard

2 Prestige
1 D Hazard

5 Prestige
2 D Hazard
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turn examples turn examples, continued

Angelo begins his turn by rolling 5 dice. Since he has salatar, he may  
re-roll his starting dice, but he elects not to (A). He decides to work on 
NAMARI this turn. Danielle has previously completed the 1 r Reactor 
requirement on NAMARI, as denoted by her token, so Angelo cannot  
commit to that requirement (b). 

He commits to the 4 s Shield requirement. He locks in 1 s Shield and  
1 W Wild, and places one of his tokens above the s Shield requirement as a 
reminder of his commitment (c). Before rolling again, he adds 2 dice to his 
rolling pool because he rolled 2 P Extra Dice (d). As long as Angelo rolls at 
least 1 s Shield or W Wild, Angelo will not bust.

Angelo did not roll s Shields or W Wilds, but uses Zek Zarag to lock  
1 t Thruster as a W Wild (A). 3 out of the 4 s Shield requirements are now 
completed. He rolled no P Extra Dice so he only has 4 dice for his next roll.

Angelo rolls his final s Shield! He locks this in and slides his token down (b).  
He can stop and secure his token on the card, or roll again. If he rolls again,  
he will end up having to commit to either d Damage or t Thrusters. (c)

Angelo rolls a W Wild and 2 t Thrusters (d). He locks his final 3 dice and 
places his token on the t Thrusters requirement (E). This ends his turn.

The dice Angelo  
locked to complete the  
s Shield requirement.

Rolling pool

Rolling pool

Rolling pool

Rolling pool

supply pool

special ability

locked pool

locked pool

locked pool

locked pool

Previously locked

a

b

a

b

d

c

E

c

d

W
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turn examples, continued turn examples, continued

Adria begins her turn by rolling 5 dice (a). Given her roll, she could complete 
the 3 d Damage requirement on Namari immediately, taking the card, or go 
after something with more risk. She decides to play it safe and lock her 2 W 
Wilds and 1 d Damage to complete Namari's 3 d Damage requirement (b). 

Since the d Damage requirement is D Hazardous, (c) she draws 2 D Hazard 
tokens and keeps 1 of them (d). Since players may only work on 1 card per 
turn, this ends her turn.

Prestige is now distributed: 7 to Angelo, 3 to Adria, and 1 to Danielle (e). 
Namari goes to Adria as the player who completed the card (f).

Alex starts their turn by rolling 6 dice, since they have kal damar (A). They 
decide to lock in 1 d Damage on Lee Van Cribb, completing the requirement 
by placing their player marker on it (b). They draw 2 D Hazards and keep 1.

They roll again and lock 2 W Wilds as r Reactors, completing that 
requirement by placing their player marker on it (c). They rolled  
1 P Extra Die, so they gain a die from the supply before rolling again (d). 

Alex decides to roll again, but they rolled no s Shields or W Wilds so they  
bust (E)! They take back all tokens they placed this turn, but keep their  
D Hazard tokens (F). Alex flips the table, ruining game night (Not pictured). 

token pile

kal damar

Rolling pool

Rolling pool

D Hazard

special ability

draw 2, pick 1

locked pool

locked pool

locked pool

a

b

c d

e
f

e f

ba

Rolling poolsupply pool locked pool

c

d
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crew ability appendix a-b crew ability appendix c-m

special Crew ability rules
• You only bust if you cannot lock in any dice after using your abilites.
• If an ability mentions a specific die face, it requires the actual die  

rolled and not one modified from a different Crew ability.
• When an ability allows you to treat one die face as another, do not 

physically turn the die.
• All abilities are optional to use.

 
Ada Massa
Each P Extra Die may be locked as 2 r Reactors. If a die is locked in this way, 
it does not add an additional die to your rolling pool if you roll again.

Aponi
If your rolling pool contains 1,2, or 3 dice, each W Wild or r Reactor locked 
may count as 2 r Reactors.

at-0k
If you roll 2 or more s Shields and you do not bust on this roll, you are safe 
from busting on the next roll. On your next roll, you may stop and keep your 
completed requirements or roll again even if you are unable to lock any dice.

avari
If you roll all W Wilds, add 2 dice from the supply to your  
rolling pool when you roll again.

b3-ar
If you roll 3 or more t Thrusters, complete your current commited 
requirement. If you are not currenty commited to a requirement, you must 
first commit to one by locking at least 1 die and then use this ability on the 
same roll. Since you complete your requirement, you do not bust this roll.

Bill Bendo
If you roll exactly 1 s Shield, that s Shield may be locked as a W Wild.

crusse parke
If your rolling pool contains 1,2, or 3 dice, each W Wild or d Damage  
locked may count as 2 d Damage.

dana powalki
Each P Extra Die may be locked as 2 d Damage. If a die is locked in this way, 
it does not add an additional die to your rolling pool if you roll again.

ft-1000
If you roll exactly 1 W Wild, that W Wild may be treated as an P Extra Die.  
If you use this ability, it may not be locked as a W Wild.

imdar shade
If you roll no s Shields, you may draw 1 D Hazard token from the pile.

kal damar
Your rolling pool starts with 6 dice instead of 5.

kary powalk
Any number of d Damage on the first roll of your turn may be treated as  
P Extra Dice. Any dice used for this ability may not be locked as d Damage.

lee van cribb
If you roll exactly 1 r Reactor, that r Reactor may be locked as a W Wild.

lila al bindar
If you roll 2 or more r Reactors, you may re-roll any dice in your  
rolling pool. This may include the r Reactors themselves.

meg gallak
1 W Wild from the first roll of your turn may be saved for your next  
roll. When you roll again, do not roll this die, but instead place it back  
into your rolling pool.
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crew ability appendix m-s crew ability appendix s-z

moro mada
If your rolling pool contains 1,2, or 3 dice, and you roll at least  
1 P Extra Die, you are safe from busting. You may stop and keep  
your completed requirements or roll again even if you are unable  
to lock any dice. Rolled P Extra Dice still add dice to your rolling pool. 

myla dystra
If you roll 2 or more t Thrusters, any die may be treated as an P Extra Die. 
If you use this ability, that die may not be locked.

namari
Gain 2 Prestige after you bust.

nella van daval
Each P Extra Die may be locked as 2 t Thrusters. If a die is locked in this 
way, it does not add an additional die to your rolling pool if you roll again.

[redacted]
If your rolling pool contains 1,2, or 3 dice, each W Wild or s Shield  
locked may count as 2 s Shields.

Ryan Rogal
If you roll 2 or more d Damage, roll 2 dice from the supply and add any  
W Wilds to your rolling pool. These dice are immediately available to use.

ryle al wren
Each P Extra Die may be locked as 2 s Shields. If a die is locked in this way,  
it does not add an additional die to your rolling pool if you roll again.

Saghari
If you roll no d Damage, roll 1 die from the supply and add any W Wild or  
P Extra Die to your rolling pool. This die is immediately available to use.

salatar
Before locking any dice or using any abilities on the first roll of your turn,  
you may re-roll all dice in your rolling pool.

sella pelleon
If you roll exactly 1 P Extra Die, that P Extra Die may be locked as a W Wild. 
If a die is locked in this way, it does not add an additional die to your  
rolling pool if you roll again.

sol forst
If your rolling pool contains 1,2, or 3 dice, each W Wild or t Thruster  
locked may count as 2 t Thrusters.

tantin al vale
If you roll exactly 1 d Damage, that d Damage may be locked as a W Wild.

vanta sae
If you roll no P Extra Dice, 1 die from your rolling pool may be  
locked as a W Wild.

vila noir
If you roll no r Reactors, you may re-roll 2 of the dice in your rolling pool.

Zek Zarag
If you roll exactly 1 t Thruster, that t Thruster may be locked as a W Wild.
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